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### Title: J.G. Summit Holdings, Inc. v. Court of Appeals, Committee on Privatization, Asset
Privatization Trust, Philyards Holdings, Inc.

### Facts:
1. **Joint Venture Agreement in 1977:** National Investment and Development Corporation
(NIDC) and Kawasaki Heavy Industries (KAWASAKI) of Kobe, Japan entered a JVA to create
Subic National Shipyard, Inc. (SNS), later known as Philippine Shipyard and Engineering
Corporation (PHILSECO), with a 60%-40% equity split.
2. **Right of First Refusal:** The JVA included a right of first refusal for both parties if
either decided to sell their interest in the joint venture.
3. **Transfer to PNB and National Government (1986):** NIDC’s interest was transferred to
the Philippine National  Bank (PNB),  and subsequently  to the National  Government via
Administrative Order No. 14.
4. **APT and Committee on Privatization (1986):** President Corazon Aquino created the
Committee on Privatization (COP) and the Asset Privatization Trust (APT) to manage and
dispose of non-performing government assets.
5.  **Quasi-reorganization  (1989):**  PHILSECO’s  reorganization  increased  the  National
Government’s shareholdings to 97.41%, reducing KAWASAKI’s to 2.59%.
6. **Right to Top Agreement:** COP and APT exchanged KAWASAKI’s right of first refusal
with a 5% topping right over the highest bid.
7. **Public Bidding (1993):** Public bidding was initiated by APT for 87.67% of PHILSECO,
with  J.G.  Summit  Holdings,  Inc.  (JGSMI)  submitting  the  highest  bid  of  PHP
2,030,000,000.00.
8. **PHI’s Right to Top:** KAWASAKI assigned the right to top to Philyards Holdings, Inc.
(PHI), which exercised it, offering the highest bid plus 5%.
9.  **J.G.  Summit’s  Protest:**  JGSMI  protested  PHI’s  topping  bid  on  several  grounds,
including the violation of ASBR, but PHI completed the purchase.
10. **Legal Challenge:** JGSMI filed a Petition for Mandamus with Supreme Court, which
was referred to the Court of Appeals, and denied. The decision was eventually brought back
to the Supreme Court.

### Issues:
1. **Whether PHILSECO is a public utility.**
2. **Whether the 1977 JVA limits KAWASAKI’s acquisition to 40% of PHILSECO’s total
capitalization.**
3.  **Whether the right  to  top granted to KAWASAKI violates principles of  competitive
bidding.**
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4. **Whether the Motion to Elevate the Case to the Court En Banc should be granted.**
5. **Whether the Motion for Reconsideration presents new matters warranting reversal of
the Court’s earlier Resolution.**

### Court’s Decision:
1. **PHILSECO as a Public Utility:** The Court ruled that PHILSECO is not a public utility
since a shipyard does not serve the public in the same way utilities do, and no laws classify
shipyards as public utilities.
2.  **Right  to  Acquire  More  than  40%:**  The  Court  found  no  stipulation  in  the  JVA
preventing KAWASAKI from owning more than 40% of PHILSECO’s shares.
3. **Right to Top and Competitive Bidding:** The Court upheld the right to top as per the
agreement between KAWASAKI and COP, deeming the competition rules were not violated;
bidders were informed of this term.
4. **Motion to Elevate to En Banc Denied:** The Court declined the petitioner’s request to
refer the case to the Court En Banc as the divisions’ decisions represented the Supreme
Court’s judgment and no new substantial issue justified an en banc consideration.
5. **Motion for Reconsideration Denied:** The motion did not introduce any new arguments
or compelling reasons that were significant enough to warrant a change in the earlier
Resolution. The previous judgment against J.G. Summit was affirmed.

### Doctrine:
1.  **Separation  Between  Ownership  of  Shares  and  Real  Property  Within  Corporate
Structure:** This case reiterates the principle that owning shares in a corporation holding
land does not equate to a corporation’s ownership of land.
2. **Right of First Refusal and Topping Right:** The decision underscores the legal validity
of mutually agreed contractual rights, including conditions for public bidding and vesting of
special privileges like topping rights, even in government asset privatizations.
3. **Estoppel in Bidding Participation:** Participation in a bid is an acknowledgment of its
terms and respective stipulations, limiting challenges based on those stipulated terms post-
bidding.

### Class Notes:
1. **Right of First Refusal:** Usually allows a party to purchase before the owner offers it to
others.
2.  **Public  Bidding Rules:**  Govern the process  of  competitive  public  sales  and often
include specific conditions or reserved rights.
3. **Doctrine of Estoppel:** Prevents a party from denying facts if they have previously
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taken a contradictory position.
4. **Separation of Corporation and Shareholders:** Corporations and shareholders’ legal
identities are distinct; equity ownership doesn’t necessarily convey asset ownership.
5. **Immovable vs. Land Ownership:** Constitutional restrictions apply specifically to land
ownership, not broadly to all immovables.

### Historical Background:
**Privatization in the Philippines** during post-Marcos administration aimed to offload the
government’s non-performing assets, leading to the creation of APT and COP to manage
these assets. This case reflects the intersection of privatization policies, foreign investment
rules, and constitutional limitations on public utilities and land ownership. The decisions
rested  on  interpreting  corporate  rights  within  privatization  while  balancing  national
constitutional mandates. The jurisprudence from Marshall’s privatization efforts emphasized
adhering to public bidding processes while preserving contractual terms and providing a
robust framework for future references in similar privatizations.


